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Even today, we live in a society where people with disabilities are
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treated differently and unfairly. Visually Impaired Persons (VIPs) are
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people who experience a loss in vision; a total or partial blindness. In
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our Hong Kong community now, there are 174,800 VIPs, in which
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109,400 people (62.2%) have multiple disabilities (according to the
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HKSAR government’s statistics in 2014). Many of these people have
experienced some sort of discrimination in their daily lives, no matter
verbal or emotional.

Green Monkey’s mission is to spread awareness on issues surrounding visual
impairment and build minds that are accepting to those who are visually impaired.
SDG 3:
Our project involves promoting well-being for those who are
visually impaired by raising awareness on the difficulties and
inequalities they face in our society today.

SDG 4:
We believe that a good education is essential to preventing
misguided prejudices. Oftentimes, long-term social issues
arise because people are misinformed or not educated
enough about the issue. Hence, educating and raising
awareness on the misconceptions and social issues
surrounding visual impairment in hope to eliminate the
amount of discrimination visually impaired people face and
bring our community as one is needed. This will be achieved
through activities such as hosting talks and pop quizzes.

SDG 17:
Our project involves a large number of students and teachers
and different organisations around the school and the
community. As we are not experts on visual impairment, we
worked with Hong Kong Blind Union for advice and help to
create a sense of awareness around our school about visual
impairment and working with our school student council to
help us achieve our goal.

Involvement:
Over 810 students and teachers at the talk on
Visual Impairment Awareness
Around 550 students and teachers participated
in our pop quiz
Fundraised over $3,000 HKD for HK Blind
Union through our sticker donation
Comments from others:

"As Green Monkey's supervisor, I am very proud of what
they have done in the last few months. Although they
had to pivot when a number of unexpected logistical
changes arisen including the existence of existing
solutions and the prevention to carry out certain
fundraising plans due to COVID restrictions, they
maintained a positive mindset and took everything in
stride as they overcome the obstacles. Through this
project, I can see their passion for reducing inequalities
in society, especially in assisting the blind community in
Hong Kong. This has been a fantastic experience
working with the students and I am so very proud with
everything they have achieved. Well done and they are
definitely a championship calibre team." - Mr. Jeremy Lai,
Associate Deputy Principal
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Challenges we faced and what we’ve learnt:
Our major challenge was the frequent change of plans and ideas throughout the course of
the project. For the first few months of our project, we had a lot of ideas on what we would
like to do. We wanted to create an app that recognises nearby objects and colours so that it
would help with issues like recognising which recycling bin is for what material, reading
restaurant menus in order to help the visually impaired with their daily life struggles,
especially that their daily life has become extremely inconvenient due to COVID. However,
we found out that this idea was simply too ambitious as we do not have enough knowledge
on coding and found that there were quite a lot of similar products on the market which
would have made our project less impactful if our product did not differentiate from other
apps. This has made us quite disappointed and unmotivated given that we had been
working on this for a long time but now the plan is unfeasible.
Coming to the conclusion that we need to change, we chose instead to promote apps
helping visually impaired people as our second plan after the feedback from the GSL team
as it would be a more feasible idea that we can reach. We wanted our students to be one of
the volunteers in the ‘Be My Eyes’ app but as there is an age restriction for users in the app our idea was rejected by
the school. At this point, we once again felt very disappointed as it was our third idea that was rejected.
Despite all the challenges we faced, we chose to be resilient and keep an optimistic mindset and use our creative
thinking to do other activities. Finally, we set our plan to promoting the UNSDG #3, 4, and 17 by hosting a whole
school talk with HK Blind Union, and year group pop quiz challenge and more.
This frequent change of plans and ideas has largely limited our time on taking action and implementing our idea, but
has taught us to be resilient. Other than that, we developed our communication skills significantly as we had a small
miscommunication with HKBU. However, it turned out better as we had a chance to fundraise for our NGO which
became a successful fundraising event that we did not anticipate
Another challenge would be our proactivity and time management. As we are in the second last year of our secondary
school, we have now become quite busy with school work, therefore we had less time to focus on our project.
However, we still remained to meet each other one hour every Sunday on zoom.
Highlights through the project:
Through collaborating with outside organisations, we discovered our personal qualities
Through promoting SDG #3/4/17, we gained a deeper understanding about visual
impairment and the social issues in our community
Through fundraising, we were able to contribute to our community and offer help to VIPs.

In the future...
Because of the challenges we faced and the situation with COVID, our
project was delayed. Although we could not finish the project within the
given time, we will not stop taking action. In the future, we plan to continue
working with HK Blind Union to create stickers and bookmarks with braille
for more donations events. We are also currently planning on hosting a
whole-school activity day on visual impairment in June, collaborating with HK
Blind Union and HK Seeing Eyes Dog Service.
We believe that everyone can help and even a small hand makes a
big difference. In the future, we will continue to come up with
creative ideas to increase visual impairment awareness and
SMART goals to help us achieve that. We will not stop spreading
what we believe in despite the possible risks and setbacks we may
face.

